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The Supernatural WORD of GOD  
 
Lesson #1   EVERY WORD in the BIBLE is INSPIRED BY THE HOLY SPIRIT. 
               EVERY WORD, NUMBER, NAME, AND PLACE MEAN SOMETHING!  
 

 “In the Beginning God created the Heavens and the Earth” 
 

      (Bereshit Bara Elohim  ta  HaShamyim Vta HaEretz)    Hebrew 
 
First we learn that GOD IS THE CREATOR!  When you deny this truth, you have 
no foundation to build upon. Any empire you build will collapse like a house of 
cards, no matter how prosperous, intelligent, powerful, or successful you are in 
life.  Without HIM, we are nothing!  With GOD we have EVERYTHING!  
   
In the first 7 words of our Bible we find a supernatural code for the plan of GOD 

that gives us the prophetic timetable of the first and second Coming of our 
LORD Jesus Christ!  There are 50,000 encrypted codes in Genesis 1.  You are now 
beginning an education in the supernatural that will be for the rest of your life.  
It will make you grounded and rooted for every good work and train you in 
righteousness.   If you decide to eat the supernatural WORD of GOD (think on, 
meditate so that it gets down inside your SPIRIT man which is the newly created 
man that is washed by the BLOOD of CHRIST and is now filled with the dunamis 
miracle working power of the Holy SPIRIT)… 
 
       You will be able to walk in the SPIRIT  

 You will be able to fulfill the plan of God for your life… 
       You will be changed and retrained by the WORD of GOD 
       People’s lives will be forever CHANGED by the WORD of GOD in YOU! 
         
All you are responsible for is studying and Eating the WORD of GOD….. 
The HOLY SPIRIT is responsible for Bringing it to your remembrance.    
 
Lesson #2    EVERY SPIRITUAL PRINCIPLE STARTS IN GENESIS! 
Spiritual principles operate just like physical principles:   For instance the law of 
gravity tells us that what goes up must come down….A Spiritual principle is 
whatsoever a man sows, that will he also reap.  Understanding GOD’s spiritual 
principles will change your life forever!! 
 
2. “And the EARTH was WIHTOUT FORM, and VOID, and DARKNESS was 
upon the FACE of the EARTH and THE SPIRIT of GOD MOVED on the Face 
of the EARTH.” 
   
In just this way before we are BORN AGAIN… we are without form, void of 
understanding and walking in darkness and don’t even know it!  And then the SPIRIT of 
GOD begins to move!!!   WATCH the PROGRESSION of SPIRITUAL CREATION! 
 

 



3. “And GOD said, ‘LET THERE BE LIGHT’ and there was LIGHT! 
 

GOD spoke and commanded light into Existence!  HIS SPOKEN WORD has the power to 
bring something out of the nothingness inside of us. This same WORD SPOKEN in FAITH, 
meaning we are fully persuaded GO is able to do WHAT HE SAYS in HIS WORD, can 
bring LIFE in any area of our life…mind, will, emotions, trust, relationships, work, home…  
ANY AREA!!! This is why SPEAKING the WORD of GOD over situations brings deliverance 
and freedom. You are not reading the Bible for some spiritual duty, YOU ARE EATING 
the SUPERNATURAL POWER of GOD to change lives! 

 

Now for some fun connecting the Old and New Testaments.  
 John 1:1-5 is the parallel passage and ADDS progressive revelation to GENESIS! 
  
 “ In the Beginning was the WORD, and the WORD was with GOD and the WORD was 
GOD.  The same was in the Beginning.  All things were made by Him and without Him 
was not anything made that was made.  In Him was LIFE; and the LIFE was the LIGHT 
of MEN.  And the LIGHT shines in Darkness and the Darkness comprehends it NOT.” 
 

                  JESUS is the WORD 
JESUS was with GOD from the BEGINNING in GENESIS 1:1 

                  JESUS partnered with GOD in the CREATION 
                  JESUS is the LIGHT 
                  JESUS shines in the darkness 
 

People walking in spiritual darkness can not understand the supernatural LIFE in JESUS! 
The Spirit of GOD was part of CREATION also….Genesis 1:2 introduces the TRINITY! 
    

4. “And GOD saw the LIGHT, that it was GOOD: and GOD divided the LIGHT 
from the DARKNESS.” 
 

Lesson # 3  LIGHT SEPARATES DARKNESS is a SPIRITUAL PRINCIPLE 
 

When you ask Jesus Christ to become LORD and SAVIOR of your life, He can separate 
all darkness in every area of your life.  When you pray, you can NOW ask THE HOLY 
SPIRIT who Lives inside of you to put LIGHT on any area and separate darkness in your 
own life.    The Holy SPIRIT acts like a flashlight that searches into the inner workings 
of a man, all that is hidden and covered up from other people and sometimes even hidden 
from us.   With our permission, HE can EMPTY our garbage cans from all the trash we 
have pressed down on the inside of us… all moral failures, all addictions, all strongholds, 
all selfish desires, all impure thoughts, all anger… anything that separates us from 
loving GOD with all of our heart, with all our mind, with all our strength… and He can 
also show us how to love supernaturally… people who have hurt us, betrayed us, used us, 
ridiculed us…   
 

He wants to work on the inside supernaturally to bring CHANGE on the outside!!! 
 

                     Amazing how much GOD loves US!   
ARE You READY to START A SUPERNATURAL LIFE IN the WORD? 

 
 

 


